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Company: The Plum Tree Group

Location: United States

Category: computer-and-mathematical

About Plumtree We're a digital commerce agency looking to add a digital marketing

specialist to our team! We are open to both intermediate and experienced candidates that

are interested in helping our clients acquire more customers through the Sales and

Business Development of their SAAS Platform. We are seeking a talented Shopify and

BigCommerce Developer that will be a critical member of the e-Commerce development

team working with our USA-based team and collaborating with developers across the

globe.  We value an excitement to solve tough problems, and quickly deliver solutions in a

fast-paced environment. Responsibilities Developing eCommerce sites on BigCommerce

platform or Shopify platform Developing custom BigCommerce/Shopify themes Migrating

websites from other eCommerce platforms to BigCommerce/Shopify Extending

BigCommerce/Shopify functionalities Integrating third party and platform supported apps in

the sites Setting up payment integration, shipping methods and taxes in BigCommerce

platform Optimizing page speed of BigCommerce Sites Implementing SEO/CRO best

practices in BigCommerce sites Transforming PSD layouts into presentation layer

HTML5/CSS3 templates Creating responsive website designs Working with version control

systems such as GIT / SVN Handling multiple projects at the same time Producing high-

quality work with a strong focus on detail What we look for Expertise in Javascript, HTML

and CSS. Proficiency with at least one Javascript component framework/library (Vue,

React, AngularJS or similar). A strong knowledge of modern CSS3 (Flexbox, Grid).

Experience with working in a cross-discipline environment with designers and other

developers to produce and vet ideas though prototyping early concepts. Strong knowledge of
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BigCommerce and Shopify platforms BigCommerce/Shopify theme development and

customization Experience working with customers and helping them implement

BigCommerce/Shopify storefronts A thorough understanding of cross-browser compatibility

issues Strong understanding of responsive web design techniques Understanding of W3C web

standards/semantics and accessibility guidelines An ability to work on multiple projects and

tasks at the same time A great attention to detail and be highly organized Excellent written

and spoken English Willingness and desire to learn new technologies and languages

Familiarity with Agile methodologies   It’d be nice if you had experience with: BigCommerce

certification Shopify certification Performance optimisation and any tooling to support

auditing. Server-side development and MVC frameworks (e.g. Laravel, Rails, Django)

Typescript (or Flow). GraphQL.   Additional considerations and characteristics: Positivity:

Every engagement will have its curveballs and Be positive and a force for good in the team –

even when faced with difficult problems. Be solutions focussed. Be prepared to contribute in

areas outside of your immediate team. This means sharing resources, helping on other accounts,

taking part in pitches or managing internal initiatives. Digital & Industry Aptitude: Make it

your business to learn as much as possible: reading relevant blogs and articles, attending

training sessions, talking to experts and taking an interest generally in what is going on around you. 

Be plugged into new trends and developments across the industry and particularly within

the client’s sector. Understand the different types of available and emerging media, particularly

online, including constraints and opportunities presented by each. Strive for great work:

Learn to develop creative and technical judgment and strive for the best work every time. If

you don’t think it is good enough, say why and work with the team to improve on it before it

moves on. Ensure you are driving quality at every stage of the project     Powered by

JazzHR
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